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My present invention‘ relates generally to toys, 
and has particular reference tov an improved type 
of construction‘ kit. \ . , 

' The present toy is of the building block variety, 
5 the elements being composed preferably of wood 

or equivalent material. ,One of the main objects 
of the invention is'to provide 'a novel combina- ‘ 
tion of elements, cooperable in a unique manner, 
to permit the assembly of selectedelements into 

10 a variety of toy structures. ' ’ 
The invention is primarily‘dlr'ected toward the ' 

Very young child, and aims to provide a toy of‘ , 
high educational value, the elements and their 
mode 01 assembly being characterized by unusual 
simplicity, yet embodying novel features which 
confront the child with problems of varying diil'l 
-culty, requiring and enabling him to employ‘ a 

l 

certain amount of ingenuitynin assembling the"v 
elements in diiferent ways. 

20 The‘ interconnection and mutual assembly of 
the elements is grounded upon the i’undamental'-' \ 
ly simpl'e interengageme'nt o! a rod-like element 
.or pin witha hole or recess. The kit makesjpro 
visionyfor two different basic ‘cross-sections of 

2.5 pins, .every stepof interconnection or assembly “ 
involving, in one form or another, the engagee 
ment of a pin element oi! particular cross-section 
with an opening or bore of corresponding cross‘ 
section. ' Accordingly, one of the ?rst things 

30 which the child learns, in using the present kit, 
is that a large pin will not go into a smiallhole; ; 
or, stated more generally, that a pin of particu 
lar cross-section fits snugly and accurately‘ only 
into a bore of corresponding cross-‘section. ' 

35 Brie?y, the present toy comprises a variety of 
di?ferent elements which may be conveniently 
classi?ed as main structure elements, pins, andv 

' connectors. The main structure elements con-v 
sist primarily of slabs-like members having a va 

40 riety of different bores‘ therein, including mar‘ 
ginal keyhole bores;v The pins are provided in 
two ‘sets, one set‘ having cross-section ‘#1, ‘the 
other set having 'a'di?erent cross-section ‘#2. 
Preferably, one of the cross-sections is smaller in ‘ 

45 areathan the other." The connectors are unique 
bodies, prismatic 'in nature, and of dumb-bell 
shape, thereby enabling them to be engaged with 
in the keyhole bores hereinbefore mentioned. ' ‘ f 
In accordance with the fundamental concept 

50 of the present invention, the connector heads, 
and the bores all conform to thebasic cross-sec 
tions de?ned by the two sets of pins. - ' 

‘Various other auxiliary elements enter into the 
present hit,- and will be described in‘ greater glee 

55 tall hereinafter. 

I achieve the foregoing objectaand such other } 
objects as may hereinafter appear; or be pointed 
out, in the manner illustratively exempli?ed ‘in, 
the accompanying drawings, wherein-= 

Figures l'through 1e are perspective'vie‘ws, re- ~45, 'spectively, of various slab members embodying 1' ~ 

the features of the’ present invention; ' ' 
Figures Zithrough 2b are‘ perspective views, re-f " '7 

spectively, of auxiliary blocks; ' - ~ ' * 

‘Figures 3 through 311 are‘perspective views, re-'_ ‘10 
spectively,‘ of ‘different female-type ‘connectors? _ > 

‘ Figures 4v through 4e are~perspective views,- rel' = 

spectively, of di?erent typeset dumb-bell-ty'pe'i connectors; , v e _. x , . I -1 v . 

Figures 5 and 5a. are perspective views, respecf-l 15 
tively, of the type of pins entering into the‘kit; ‘ 

e - Figure 6713 av perspective view: of a" wheel v~el‘e-v v‘ 
ment; ‘ ' ‘ ‘-" 

Figure'?a is a perspective view oi.’ retaining;¥='~* 

Figure’! is a perspective view of a‘ simple‘a‘s- '‘ ' 
sembled structure; _ - I \ ~. .. 

Figure '8}. is across-sectional view taken sub- ~ stantially along theline 8—-8 ot'Figm-g']; a g . i 

Figure 9‘ is a perspective viewer-another pos- 2'5’ *sible'structure'; ' ~ ' ‘ ‘~ -- a ' ‘~ '1 

Figure‘lo is" a perspective view 0! an extreme; 
ly simple toy structure; : ' " 

Figure 11 is an exploded view showing another " ' 

illustrative assembly of ‘elements; 1' I 

ther illustrative assembly of elements;jand" ' ' 
Figure 13 is a'perspective view of a group of’ - - 

slabs showing their v‘possible utility as ‘form ~ 

boards. ‘ " I 35 

In Figure 1 I have illustrated a slab illiwhic 
is substantially rectangular and which is provided, 1' v 
at its opposite ends I I with the marginal keyhole 1 
bores l2 and I3. By the term “keyhole bore," -I' 
refer to an opening or’ recess 'havingvan enlarged '40 ‘5.5’; 
‘inner portion and a narrowed shank‘portionarl' - ‘ 
ranged perpendicular to’ the edge. ' > ~13 
In addition vto the marginal bores l2 audit-the‘: \ 1' - 

’ slab it is provided with‘ the medial bores l4, l5, 
and It.‘ The bores‘ I4 and I5 extend transversely ‘45 
through 'the'block, while the‘ bore It extends 
‘downwardly into the upper face but does‘ not ‘ 
necessarily'continue vall the way through : the“; 
block, - > »: e . a 

‘While the elements may obviously be of vary- so 
ing sizes, it is preferable-to make the wldthof 
each rectangular slab bear a simple proportion to 
the-length. Thus, the slab illustratively shown 
in Figure i has a width'exactly half of the length.-~_.;;,;..: 

\‘I'he‘bore Itzis preierablyarranged at._the.,vmid- 55 

30 ,. 

Figure 12 is an exploded view *shoWingjafur-i-"F - 
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'-ofthepinilshowninl"lgure5. Thispinicrms 

point, and- the bores II and II are preferably 
ranged midway‘ between the center of the ‘slab 
and the ends-thereoi. - ' - ' 

'For purposes of illustration, I have shown the - 
hates it and ii of relatively-large diameter, cor 
responding to the diameter of the pin l1 shown 
inFlgure 5a. Thispinformsone ofasetoi sim 
ilar pinsoi varying lengths, yet all of uniform’ 
cross-section. I ‘have, shown also the bores", 
II, and’ ll, of relatively smaller cross-section or 
diameter, this cross-section conforming to that 

one of the second setoi pins, also of varying 
lengths, yet all oivuniiorm cross-section. - 
' For illustrative purposes, I have shown the pins 
11 and ‘ll of circular cross-section, andthe bores 
shown in the other drawings are, therefore, of" 

, corresponding circular con?guration and area.‘ 
It will be understood, however. that the main 
features of the invention do not-require circular . 
vcross-sections to beemployed. The pins‘oi one. 

__ set, e. g., of the‘type shown in Figure. 5a, might 
be oisquare, triangular, or other particular cross-v . 

sectional configuration: whereas the pins of the -:other set might also have cross-sectional con-. 

ilgurations other than circular. It is not even 
essential, iromall aspects, that one set of pins 
be smaller in cram-‘section than the other; nor 
that the-con?guration of one set be the. same as" _ 
that oithe other. In-its simplest-form, however, ' 
Iandvhence in a preferred embodiment of the in 
.vention. the basic to the 
vfundamental circular cross-section, and it is for‘ 

reason that the. pins and-‘bores and other 
corresponding elements'have been illustrated 

.hereinoicircularcross-sectiom- ' - 

M. 
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1, The‘slab ll ofFigure lismerelytypical of sim-‘y 
vvilar slabs that may have different lengths and 

widths. All of the slab elements,» however, are cpreferabiy oi the same thickness- ' . 

' InFigure-Ia I have shown a slab it which has , 
I the; shape of a'right-angle 45° triangle. 0n the 
edge II, constituting the hypothenuse, I_ provide 

1 a marginal keyhole bore 2! which I have shown - 
identical withthe bores l2 and," of Figure 1. . - 

Ill mm ID, the 'Sl?b 1! 18' identical with the‘ 
slab It. with the exception that themarginal 
keyhole bore 13' is of a smallersize, whereby the 
inner or main portion‘ conforms to. the basic 
cross-section of the pin lloi Figure 5. Preter 
ably. the distance between the center of the. bore 
and’ the edge II is the same as thecorresponding 
distancefin Figure la. ' In general, 'it may be 
statedthat where bores oi one or the other di-I 
meter or cross-section are alternativelyprm 
vided, the distances between centers are ‘main- ' 
tained constant. . 

m Figure 1c, the slab" a iii-every similar to ‘that of Figure 1d, :except' that-the 
slab is semi-circular in configuration, instead oi‘ 
triangular. The marginal keyhole, bore 28 is 
identical with the bore II and conforms to the 
‘basic cross-section of the pin l'l‘ of Figure 5a. 

' In Figure 1d a slab 21 is shown, identical in 
every respect with the slab of Figure 1,- except I 
that the medial bore 20 is of" the larger size, 
as compared with the bore it of Figure 1. The 
bore 2| may or may not extend all. the way 1 
through theslab, and it preferably'does not ex 
tendnall the way through; and it conforms to 
the basic cross-section of Figure to.‘ 

In Figure is, I have shown a slab 2! having 
thesamewidth as'the slabs II and 21, but hav 
ing a length twice as great as either of the lat 
ter. The slab 2! has a marginal keyhole bore ll 

amass-1 
ar_. 

'_ II is oi'the larger variety. I 
. . Obviously,‘ many other auxiliary 

adjacent to the edge Ii, a similar bore I! ad 
J iacent to the edge 33, and a bore 34 adjacent to 
the edge 36. The bores 8| and‘ N are of the 
cross-section conforming to Figure 50, while the ’ 
bore 32' is of the other basic cross-section con 
forming to the pin ll of Figure 5. The slab 20 
is merely illustrative oi the large variety of dif 
ierentslabs-that may be constructed, and it will 
.be understoodthat the pomible variations in ‘ar 
rangement oi bores is very great. Bsentially, 
and'fimdamentally, however. all of the 'boresin 
‘the slabs conform to the basic cross-sections oi 

I the two setsoi pins. i1 and-ll. ' 
,n is within the purview any invention to 

embellish the' slabs and other elements, and, 

10V 

15 
under certai'ncircumstances, . to provide relative- ' 
lylargerecesses ill. in the upper faces oi the 
slabs, as shown" in ‘Figure 13. This renders the 
slabs useful as "form boards", 1. e., the recesses 
I" would be triangular, square, circular, etc., 
for the purpose of- enabling a child'to insert 
blocks ill of corresponding ‘cross-section into 
the recesses- . 

In Figure 2,-I have illustrated an auxiliary 
block OI which isprei’erablmythough not neces- ' 
sarily. oi square vcross-section. and is thus dif 
vierent from the stallsv oi Figures l-le. I have 
shown the block-ll with‘ a medial transverse bore. 
l'l oi the-larger'variety. ' 
The auxiliary block ll of Figure 2c is'identical 

II is of the smaller variety; , 
The auxiliary block l’! of Figure 2b is 

in cross-section, and the medial transverse bore 

bloom of this 
character may be provided, the configurations 
and lengths of Figures 2-2!) being merely illus 
trative; Other bores may also be provided, in a 
‘large variety of diiierent relationships, but, es 
sentia'lly. all oi the'bores conform to the basic 
cross-sections oi the two-sets oi pins. 

1 ' , In Figure ,8, I have illustrated a female-type 
connector whose utility will be; hereinafter de 
scribed. "It ‘consists oi a flat it having 
spaced-bores it. These bores‘ have" been shownv ’ 

oi the larger " The connector 46 oi Figures-is similar, exce 
that only ‘two bores ll are. provided. The connec 
tor“ oi FigureSbisin everyrespectsimilarto 

, that oi Figure 8a, the bores "- be'ing the same as 
the bores ‘I, but the exterior-‘contour oi the 
_'connector'is somewhat diiierent. . ' 

‘ The bores'oi Figures 3-30 may be oi-the-larger 
or thejsmaller variety‘, or, more accurately, of 
the type #1 or type #2 cross-section, depending 

the pins i1 upon the basic cross-‘sections which 
and II are caused to embody. ' 

a. 
v with the block it, except that the medial bore 

45 

In Figures-He, 1 have illustrated various mod- " 
.iiied forms oi the main type oi connector. in 
Figure 4,’ I have shown a prismatic body ‘I oi 
dumb'ebeil shape, whereby the. opposite heads I) 
and II are provided, interconnected by the in 
tegral medial web portion II. The body 48 is 
preferably of the same thickness. as the slabs 
oiwFigures' l-le; and the connector heads 0 

. and BI conform to the basic cross-sections here 
inbei’ore mentioned. In the particular connector 
illustrated in Figure 4, the two heads I! and 
I! are each of a cross-section conforming to 
that of the pin i‘l. , 
In Figure 4a, the connector 52 has opposite 

heads 53 and N which conform to the basic cross 
section oiv the pin it. As hereinbeiore mentioned, 
the distance between the centers of‘ the heads 

70 
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II and II is the same as the distance between 

I the centers of the heads I“ and ll. 

'15 

cross-section of the pin ll. - 

In'vF'igure 4b, I have illustrated a connector 
‘I in which one head it conforms to one basic 
cross-section, while the opposite head l1 con 
forms to the other basic cross-section. - 
In Figure 4c, the connector ‘I is in every re 

spent the same as that of Figure 4, except that 
the head {I hasvbeen- shown provided with an 
axial bore OI, this bore conforming to the basic 

Obviously, other. variations will readily sug 
gest themselves. Both heads might, for, example, 
have axial bores therein? or the larger head of 
Figure ibmight have an axial bore. Similarly, 
‘where the basic cross-section of the pins It is 

a other than circular, the bore "- would conform _ 
_ in cross-section. - 

20 
In Figure 4a, 1 have shown a; modi?cation 

which is desirable in assembling certain struc 
tures. The connector II is identical with that. 

', of Figure 4, except that a marginally projecting 
shoulder element 62 is fastened or mounted to 
one end of the connector head ",while a similar 
,marginally projecting shoulder 64 is arranged 
on, the opposite end of the connector head It. 
‘me use of this connector will beexplained here 

,inafter. - I . _. 

In Figure 4e, a further modi?cation has been. 
shown in which the connector "- has the oppo¢ - 

, site’ heads I‘! and ‘I, and is also provided with 

cross-sections. 
‘conforming to the cross-section of the pin II. 

the additional pin-like projection It mounted 
on ‘the midportion of the body, with the axis 
of the projection 0! parallel to the ‘axes of the 
heads l1 and II. Needless to say. the projection 
vN conforms: in cross-section to one of the basic 

I have illustratively shown it 

The pins l1 and it have already been'alluded 
to, and in passing ,I draw attention to the fact 
‘that the smaller pin it will preferably have 

_ the transverse bores it near its ends, for the 
purpose of receiving retaining pins ‘Ii (Figure 

' ~60) designed to hold a wheel 12 (Figure 6) on 

55. 
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the pin- ii. The wheel ‘I2 is in the form of a 
disc having a 'central‘opening ‘II which, obvi 
ously, conforms to the cross-sectionof the pin 

There are innumerable ways in which the ele 
ments of the present kit may beinterconnected 
vand assembled, and it will, therefore, be under 
stood that the toy structures illustrated in Fig 
ures 7-12, and now. to be described, are purely 
illustrative of the capabilities and characteristics 
of the present invention. - 
Fundamentally, every assembly involves the .. 

engagement of some pin-like element with a cor 
responding opening or bore.‘ This may be ac-' 

Y companied by a stacking of the slabs or blocks, 

75 

one above the other, or by arranging them in 
juxtaposition; or it may ‘partake of the ex 
tremely simple assembly shown for illustrative 
purposes in Figure 10. In this ?gure, a slab 14, 
similar to the slabs IO and II yet of an inter 
mediate length, is assembled with a pin ‘it se 
lected from the set to which the pin l‘l belongs. 
To a very young child, the toy structure thus 
produced might well constitute a steam loco 
motive. This structure illustratesgthe cooper 
ability between the pins and the keyhole bores, 
notwithstanding the fact that these bores are 
also adapted for engagement by connectors of 
the type illustrated in Figures 4-4e. 
,In Figure 7, for example, a slab ‘I6, corre 

spending in every respect to the slab ll of 

3 
Figure 1, is assembled with an auxiliary block 
'I‘l similar to the block shown in Figure 2b ex 
cept that the medial bore is of the smaller. 
variety. A pin 18, selected from the set to which 
the pin it belongs, passes through the bore in 
the block ‘I1 and thence into the medial bore 
in the upper face of the slab ‘It. This produces 
a structure bearing a certain resemblance to a 
tank car. For the purpose of enabling this. 
structure to be inter-connected. with other simi 
lar structures, a connector 19 may be engaged 
with one of‘the keyhole bores. This would per 
mit another “car" to be varranged in endwise 
relation to the slab ‘It, the two ‘being thereupon 
interconnected by the connector". 
The transverse bores 80 of the structure of. 

which the wheels "may be mounted. To hold 
the wheels in place, the retaining pins ll (like 
that of Figure 6a) are employed. In this struc 
ture, a slab I4 is used similar‘ to the slabs- II 
and ‘II, and a pin II constitutesan adornment. 
for the “car". 7 
The structure of Figure 9 illustrates the util 

vFigure 7 ful?il'no purpose, but in Figure 9 a ‘ 
' structure is shown in which these bores accom 
' modate pins ll, such pins serving as axles upon ' 

25 

ity of the connector of Figure 4d. The project- 7 
ing shoulder 82 keeps the connector from slip 
ping through the keyhole bore. which it would 
otherwise do because of the fact that the slab 
I4 is raised from the ?oor. Similarly, the pro 
jecting shoulder 64 serves as a rest for the ad 
jacent slab that may be ‘engaged over the 
connector head ‘5. The shoulder 64 is not abso 
lutely essential. ‘ ' ' . " _ 

In Figure 11, I have illustrated an assembly 
of elements consisting of two elongated slabs-l8 
and '1. They are arranged in side-by-‘side rela 
tion, and a triangular slab. 88, similar to-but ' 
larger than the slab of Figure 1a, is arranged 

of no avail in this assembly because, the keyhole 
bores 88,", and ii are not in aligned juxta 
position. However, the parts may be intercon 

' nected by selecting pins." from the proper set, 
and‘then applying the female-type connector 93. 
The latter will uitimately'rest upon the upper 
surface of the slabs", 81, and 88, and will 
interconnect the pins, ‘2. - _ 

Furthermore, the pins 84, selected from the 
:proper set, may be inserted transversely through 
the bores 95 provided win the slabs It and .1, 
thereby helping to hold these slabs in juxtaposed 
relation. ' I 

In Figure 12, I have shown an arrangement of 
‘slabs as, 01, and "wherein the keyhole bores 99 
and I" are in alignment, but wherein the key 
hole bore III is not adapted, because of the po 
sition of the slab O0, to receive the ordinary type 
of connector. The parts may be assembled and 
-interconnected by employing the connector 08 
(Figure 4e) which ?ts into the bores SI and Ill, 
and by. employing a pin ill, which ?ts into the/ 

45 

to 

bore iii, and by thereupon interconnecting the - 
pin I02 and the projection .60 by means of the 
female-type connector 44 (Figure 3a). ‘ 

Itv will be obvious that the arrangement of 
' parts, iilustratively exempli?ed in Figures 7-12, 
and particularly inFigures 11 and 12, will in many 
cases present relatively dinlcult problems‘to the 
young child, calling upon his or her ingenuity 
in bringing the parts into interconnected rela 
tion. Nevertheless, the structures are all funda 
mentally simple. and suf?ciently so to hold the 
child's interest; and the process of assembly, 

70 
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at the end. An ordinary connector would be i ' 



once the ingenuity of the child has been called 
into play,,is fundamentally of the simplest type, 
involving nothing morethan the interengage 
mentof a pin witha hole. . 
For these reasons, the present toy is admir 

ably adapted for use by the pre-school child, and 
has unusual attractiveness, fascination, and edu 
cational value. 

' 1 . As hereinbefore mentioned, a will be under 

10, 

..plaining the nature of my invention, may he‘ 

stood .that changes in the details, herein de 
scribed and illustrated, for the purpose of ex 

,made by those skilled in the art without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the invention as 
expressed in the appended claims. It is, therefore, 
intended that these details be interpreted as 11 

. ‘lustrative, and not in a limiting sense. 
. Having thus described my invention, and illus 

ltrated its use, what I claim as new and desire 
to, secure by Letters Patent is--\ 

, 1. In a toy construction kit, a set of slabs, a 
' set of connectors of dumb-bell shape, a set of 
. pinshaving -a uniform basic cross-section, and 

v ,a second set of pins having a different uniform 

30 

basic cross-section, the slabs having medial bores 
and also marginal keyhole bores, the connector 
heads and the bores conforming to said basic 
cross-sections, whereby the medial bores ac 
commodate pinsfand the ‘marginal bores accom 
modate either pins or connector heads to permit‘ 
the assembly of selected‘ elements into various 
toy structures. 
, 2. In a toyconstruction kit, the combination 

I with the elements of claim 1 of a set of auxiliary 

' .40‘ . 

,1 I to said basic cross-sections and being adapted to 

blocks-having bores therein conforming to said 
basic cross-sections. 

3. In atcy construction kit, the combination 
a with‘ the elements of claim 1 of at leastvone fe 
male type connector comprising a flat element ' 
with spaced bores therein; said bores conforming 

engage over spaced pins, respectively. _ . 
4,. Ina toy construction kit, the combination 

' _ with the elements of claim 1 of a set of wheels 
45 

50 

with central openings adapted to accommodate 
said pins. . . . 

5. As an element of a toy construction kit of 
the character described, a connector comprising 
a prismatic body of dumb-bell cross-section, the 
opposite heads being adapted to engage within 
marginal keyhole bores of elements to be inter» 

2,132,647 
connected, and a projection on' the midportion ‘of 
said body, said projection being parallel to the 
axes of said‘ connector heads and conforming in 
cross-section to one of said connector heads. 

6. As an element of a toy constructionkit of 
the character described, a connector comprising 
a prismatic body‘of dumb-‘bell cross-section, the 
opposite heads being adapted to engage within 
,marginal'keyhole bores of elements to be inter 
connected,‘ one connector head having an ‘axial 
bore therethrough. _ 

7. In a toy construction kit, a set of slabs, a 
‘ set‘ of connectors of ‘slab thickness and dumb-bell 
shape, a set of pins of uniform cross-section, and 
a second set of pins of smaller uniform cross 
‘section, the slabs having medial bores to receive 
pins and also marginal keyhole bores to re 
ceive pins or connector heads, some of the con 
.nector heads and some of the bores conforming 
in cross-section to the larger set of pins, the 
other'connector heads and bores conforming in 
cross-section to the smaller set of pins. 

8. In a toy construction kit, a set of slabs, a 
set of connectors of slabv thickness and dumb-bell 

’ shape, a set of pins of uniform cross-section, and 
a second set of pins of smalleruniform cross-sec 
tion, the slabs having medial bores to receive pins 
and also marginal keyhole bores to receive pins 
or connector heads, some of the connector heads 
and‘ some of the bores conforming in crossesec 

‘ tion to the larger set of pins, the other connector 
heads and bores conforming in cross-section to 
the smaller set of pins, at least one of the larger 
connector heads having an axial bore conform 
ing in cross-section to the smaller set of pins. 

9. As an element of a toy construction kit of 
the character described, a connector comprising 
a prismatic body of dumb-bell cross-section, the 
opposite heads being adapted to engage within 
marginal keyhole bores of elements to be inter 
connected, a marginally projecting shoulder on 
one end of one connector head, and a marginally 
projecting shoulder on the opposite end of the 
other connector head. 

10. In a toy construction kit, the combination 
with the elements of claim 1, of at least one 
connector having one head conforming to one 
of said basic cross-sections while the other head 
conforms to the other of said basic cross-sections. 
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